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ABSTRACT 
Runes symbols are used for various purposes. But it is a hidden treasure. Secrets of runes are revealed in this paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Symbols are commonly used everywhere of circle. Example in business we use our logo, tarot picture symbol, reiki symbol, likewise 

in hospitals, shops, everywhere we use symbols as a logo. Symbols are also used as psychosymbology to activate the right brain to 

get connected with the subconscious mind. There are some secrets behind the symbols in palmistry - A RUNES SYMBOL which 

speaks on our palm and it is in touch with minor chakras activation. Moreover, it can be read as palmistry symbols and predictions.  

 

What are runes? 

Runes are the german alphabet. Nowadays it is used for various purposes, especially for psychosymbology. But the cause of runes 

is clearly executed in palmistry.  

 

What is palmistry? 

There are certain symbols in palmistry which speaks about the yogas (luck) and ava yaogas which means (unlucky symbols). 

According to my view and research, those symbols are nothing but RUNES  MAGIC. 

 

RUNE TABLE 
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COMPARING PALMISTRY AND RUNE TABLE 
Here in the above table, you can see  

 

ALGIZ - Z 

It denotes TRISHUL in palmistry . 

 

It is considered to be a good sign in palmistry. Those who have this symbol in palmistry they will be honest and lead success in life 

with god’s blessings. This symbol can be found in heart line or fate line or life line or anywhere in palm.  

 

 
 

GEBO-G 

It denotes X-MARK in palmistry. This is the symbol that speaks about intelligence and security. A person who has this symbol will 

use his power to manifest things in a good way.  

 

 
 

INGUZ - NG 

It denotes a square in palmistry. This symbol prevents from negativity. It helps to make the person to overcome obstacles. 

 

 
 

TIWAZ - T 

It denotes an arrow mark in palmistry. This says about growth of person life. We need to check in which mount it is present in. 
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OTHALA - O 

It denotes a fish symbol in palmistry. 

This will make the person very successful and bright future in the name of celebrity. It is a symbol of CELEBRITY.   It can be 

anywhere in palmistry.  

 

 
 

EHWAZ - E 

It denotes M SYMBOL in palmistry which says about the abundance.  

 

 
 

DAGAZ - D 

It denotes lord shiva’s sign and blessings (udukai) a weapon of lord shiva. It prevents a person from all the hurdles that he is facing 

in all the corners.  
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WUNJO -W  

It denotes the flag symbol in palmistry. This symbol speaks about the growth of business and asset. 

   

 
             

Likewise, runes magic is found in palmistry.  

The above-mentioned symbols can be present in any mount or lines. 

 

SECRETS OF PSYCHOSYMBOLOGY 
Psychosymbology is the symbols which are used by the people to achieve certain goals. Runes magic is also used as 

psychosymbology to desire things. But according to me, our secret psychosymbology can be found in our palmistry.  

 

We can use psychosymbology symbols which is present in our palm to reach success very soon.  

 

Palmistry symbols are our psychosymbology ,this is the real fact. So we can meditate with the symbols that are present in our palm.  

 

It also shows about health disorders and various problems by the lines and mount.  

 

MOUNT AND LINES 
Kethu mount 

Sun mount 

Venus mount 

Mercury mount 

Jupiter mount  

Saturn mount 

Moon mount 

Mars mount 

Rahu mount  

 

LINES  IN PALMISTRY 
Fate line 

Heart line 

Marriage line 

Career line 

Money line 

Life line 

Child line 

 

Major lines in palmistry are : 

Fate line 

Heart line and  

Life line. 

 

MEDITATION AND PSCYCHOSYMBOLOGY 
When we meditate with the symbols that are present in our palm we can reach our victory. This is the secret of our psychosymbology. 

Many learn psychosymbology symbols for their purpose but the real secret is to know our own psychosymbology. 

I.e symbols. 

HOW IT WORKS OUT? 
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The symbols can help the person to get what they want and this is the reason it is presented in our palm. when we meditate we could 

feel the vibrations in minor chakras. These minor chakras can be activated by  using these symbols .This is the secret knowledge of 

our palm and symbols.  

 

RUNES AND TAROT 
As a tarot card reader, I should analyze the symbols of runes and provide exact psychosymbology to my clients. Though I have 

some knowledge in psychosymbology I clearly analyze the symbols before I suggest for my clients. When I suggest the runes by 

reading their palmistry it works out quickly as a magic and offers them good result that need to be served for them very soon.  

 

HOW TO READ RUNES? 
We can read the runes and suggest as psychosymbology by looking their palms. We can also use runes symbols for meditating by 

looking at our palm. This really works out. We should choose the runes symbol by reading our palmistry. For example: if we have  

 

OTHALA SYMBOL 
This is said to be a fish symbol in palmistry.  Then we can use this symbol for meditating purposes to receive the things we want. 

When we go with our own symbol what we have in our palm gives more benefit than other symbols. 

 

RUNES MEANING AND PALM 
Runes symbol  give us the gift that exactly matches with meaning it does not only use as psychosymbology but also as its own way.  

 

Example: OTHALA SYMBOL:  

It can be used for building assets and can become celebrity by meditating when you found in your hand. It is used for both. To fulfill 

the wishes of your property as its meaning describes  and as well as celebrity when you meditate. Because it plays a role as celebrity 

symbol in palmistry and german alphabet ‘o’ which means property. 

 

KARMA AND RUNES 
Karma is presented as symbols in palmistry to give us yogas     ( good luck) and avayogas( bad luck).  If we use it in the proper way 

we can achieve our goal easily. It denotes our good karma and bad karma and settles in our palm as symbols.  

 

This is the secret of runes and palmistry. My suggestion is rather practicing all the symbols in psychosymbology  try to practice 

mysterious symbols that are presented  on your palm. 
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